


Let all kids 
play in perfect 
harmony.



The Concerto line of outdoor musical equipment 
allows children of all abilities to experience the 
joy and benefi ts of making music. Designed 
at a more accessible angle and height, these 
instruments can be played comfortably by all 
kids, including those with mobility devices.



Vibes
Send out good vibrations with the Concerto Vibes. Fourteen 
colorful chime bars are tuned on the traditional seven-note scale, 
creating accurate musical tones and enabling you to perform real 
songs. When struck with the attached rubber mallets, the Vibes 
give off a full, sustained note. An angled design allows all children 
to join in on the music making. 

Vibes
450-2

Also available in surface mount



Large Cabasa
450-5

Cabasas
Shake, rattle, and roll! A cross between maracas and traditional 
cabasas, this musical product makes a metallic rattling sound 
when spun and changes as you move the drum back and 
forth. Angled forward, the Cabasas enable people of all 
abilities to engage in the rhythm. 

Medium Cabasa
450-4

Small Cabasa
450-3

Also available in surface mount



Chimes
Ring in the fun with the Concerto Chimes. 
Eight aluminum chime tubes are tuned 
to the traditional music scale. These large 
diameter tubes produce a deep, powerful, 
and resonant tone you can hear and feel. 
The harder you strike with the attached 
rubber mallets, the louder and longer the 
Chimes will sound. A concave frame invites 
musicians of all abilities to play along.

Chimes
450-1

Also available in surface mount



Congas
Set the rhythm in motion with Concerto Congas! Just like real 
congas, the sound will vary depending on where you strike 
the drum head and have little reverberation. Because they are 
different diameters and lengths, they will each have a different 
tone. The smallest blue drum has the driest, crispest sound, while 
the largest orange drum has the warmest, fullest sound. All drums 
are set at an angle that lets people of all abilities keep the beat.

2 Congas
450-6

3 Congas
450-7

5 Congas
450-8

Also available in surface mount



See Concerto in action!
miracle-recreation.com/concerto878 Highway 60

Monett, MO 65708, USA

Toll Free 1-888-458-2752
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